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 September 19, 2018 
 
 

Greetings--- 

Hope all is well with all of you! We are gaining 
momentum as the students are getting more and more 
acquainted with Cassandra and Deanna and the 
changes that each new year brings. The kids have been 
enjoying lots of outside time, rain or shine, whether in 
the Forest Playground or in the mud on the softball 
field when we’ve had enough rainJ  

Just a reminder that my Admin Coordinator schedule 
has me here Tuesday through Thursday. I’ve been in 
on Mondays just to help with the start of the school 
year, but that will only be for a few more weeks. If you 
need to relay a message to the teachers on a day I’m 
not here, be sure to call the classroom directly first. 
You can also text me as an extra measure as well! 

Also- we are still in need of old magazines for 
collage use! Please bring in any you can donate! 

Thanks and have a great week! 

Deanna, Cassandra, & Seal 
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DATES TO REMEMBER: 

Friday, September 21st- Goals go 
home (Via email!) 

Monday, October 8: No School- 
Indigenous People’s Day- enjoy the 
long weekend! 

 

LITERACY & MATH: 

The Flower Room  

Math time continues to focus 
on 1:1 correspondence, number recognition, 
and addition & subtraction strategies. 
Understanding cause & effect and making 
predictions have been the Literacy concepts 
Cassandra’s been teaching. 

The Forest Room  

The Forest Room students 
have been working on varying 
levels of multiplication, 
fractions, and real-world 
application of more advanced 
concepts. In Literacy they have been 

receiving individualized grammar instruction and 
researching and writing about a mini-topic of their 
choice related to forest ecosystems. 

Learning Expedition 

Magnificent Mapmakers- Exploring our World! 

The Flower Room’s classroom maps are almost done so 
they will soon start their Treasure Hunt activity! They 
will then move outside to transfer some of their 
mapmaking skills to our immediate natural 
environment. 

The Forest Room’s 3D maps of the forest ecosystem are 
underway. They are using clay in addition to natural 
materials to help their maps come to life. They are also 
finishing up their ecosystem diagrams! 

 


